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Kim Winkle Demonstrates for CMW 

 By Anthony Napoli, CMW 

Photography by Tina Collison, CMW 
 

Kim Winkle started her art training in Oklahoma, where she 

received her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. After graduating she 

moved to San Diego State University where she received a degree 

as Master of Fine Arts in Furniture Design. Kim spent 3 years as 

an Artist in Residence at the Appalachian Center for Crafts. As 

part of her training and responsibilities she assisted several pro-

woodturners like Nick Cook, Merryll Saylan, and others. She is 

currently at Tennessee Technological University, where she is a 

visiting professor of Art. Kim feels that she looks at both 

woodturning and the world differently because of her background 

and training in Art. She feels color and form work in concert in her artwork. 

 

Kim started with a slideshow representing her work from furniture design to turning. Much of 

her work suggests function but function is not always her paramount concern. Incorporated in 

many of her pieces are various patterns, shapes, colors, and textures, which are of interest to her. 

She has been turning for approximately seven-eight years but feels her understanding of wood 

from her furniture making experience has helped her understand and develop her woodturning 

skills quicker. She primarily uses her woodturning skills to make furniture and furnishings. Some 

of her work is sold through the Artful Home. She has turned candlesticks, mirrors, tables, and 

cake plates using what she calls “standard turning skills”, such as spindle and faceplate turning. 

However, by combining these skills with artistic elements, such as color/texture/line, they can 

create a very non-standard looking object. She stressed that design is a personal thing; there is no 

right or wrong. 

 

Oculus Mirror: Front Face 

 

Kim uses two materials for the oculus mirrors; 8/4 kiln dried 

tulip poplar for the top and ultralite MDF for the back. She 

currently uses ultralite MDF but intends to switch back to 

regular MDF because the ultralite is terrible to work. It has no 

structural integrity and is soft and spongy like a marshmallow. 

She started with a 14” poplar blank mounted on a faceplate. 

For most of her turning she utilizes a Sorby 1/2" bowl gouge with swept back wings. She starts 

turning by cleaning up the edge. While riding the bevel at a 45° angle 

and with a sharp gouge she uses very light pressure to produce a clean 

cut. She cuts from one side almost to the other edge and cleans the last 

little bit by coming from the opposite direction producing a very clean 

edge and no tear-out or fussing. Kim determined that the center frame 

ring would be 1” – 1-1/4” wide and she decided to use a 4” mirror. She 

purchases the mirrors from Hobby Lobby and they are available in 

packs of 2 in 4”, 5”, and 6”. With a pencil Kim marked the 4” opening 
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and to get the 1” frame she made another pencil mark for a 6” 

diameter. Kim marked a line within the 4” mark to cut a recess for 

the jaws to expand into. To determine this diameter for the recess 

she has to remember the maximum expansion travel of the chuck 

jaws. This measurement will vary depending on the brand of chuck 

used. She cuts the recess with a 3/8” Bedan and goes deep enough 

to allow the outside of the jaws to rest on the wood surface but not 

too deep as to avoid hitting the screws holding the faceplate onto 

the other side.  

 

From the outside edge of the completed frame bead Kim turns the remainder of the wood blank 

into a convex shape down to the outside edge. The convex shape descends sharply as it 

approaches the outside edge. Kim cleans up any fuzz by cutting from the edge into the shape. 

Kim strives for very clean cuts because she does not like doing abrasive work. 

 

Returning to the frame ring Kim marks the center and she starts 

to shape the frame with the bowl gouge. She will switch to the 

7mm (3/8”) spindle gouge to create a crisp line where the frame 

bead meets the piece’s convex shape. Since Kim will be 

painting the piece with milk paint she only sands with grits 

between 120-grit to 180-grit. The main goal is to eliminate any 

ridges and clean-up any remaining tear-out. 

 

With the preliminary outside turning complete, Kim reverses 

the piece and mounts it onto a four-jaw chuck. The jaws are 

placed into the recess previously cut with the outside flange of the jaws resting against the piece 

for added stability. The jaws are expanded against the sides of the recess. The next phase is 

designed to remove both mass and weight. Hollow out the back cutting through into the recess. 

Enlarge the opening carefully remembering where the chuck jaws 

are located. The outer rim thickness of the bowl in approximately 2” 

wide and this width is needed for bolting the MDF back to the front 

half. The finish here is not critical because it will not be seen by 

“woodturning proctologists.”  Kim stated that these are the same 

type of individuals that would look at the underside of her furniture 

when she was in school and they were called “furniture 

proctologists.”  Two rabets need to be cut; one for the mirror to sit 

into and the other for the backing that will hold the mirror in place. 

The mirror slot is the deeper of the two rabets and just over the 

diameter of the mirror to allow the wood to expand and contract 

without binding. The other is wider to accommodate the hardboard backer and is cut leaving the 

first recess to be around 1/8” depth for the mirror to sit into without rattling. If the mirror does 

move around a piece of rubber or blue shop towel can be used to hold the mirror in place. To 

hold the backing board in place, she uses #4 1/2” screws. Only two screws are used and they are 

placed at the top and bottom orientation. The top and bottom orientation is determined with the 

grain running vertically. The final step for the front piece is to true up the 2” rim and draw a 

center line around it. 
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Backing Board: 

 

The backing board is made from the ultralite MDF and is cut into a rough circle that is between 

1” to 1-1/4” wider around than the front piece or for this demonstration about 16” to 16-1/2” in 

diameter. It is mounted on a face plate and mounted on the lathe. Before turning the MFD Kim 

stated that there are two things that you need to understand; one is that you are scraping more 

than cutting and the tools dull quickly and the second is that there will be a lot of dust. The 

outside edge is turned true. A recess now has to be cut into the MDF to allow the front section 

(eyeball) to sit into it. You can use calipers to measure and transfer the two measurements or as 

Kim did, she approximated the outside line, verified it was correct, and then using a ruler she 

marked the rim thickness (2”) of the eyeball. The edge that will be seen when the eyeball has 

been attached is cut with a slope so that it gives the illusion of pressure being applied (a 

puckering effect) to the backing and the depth of the recess is 1/8”. Test fit the eyeball to the 

back so there is slight play which allows for expansion of the 

poplar. Kim then rounded over the outside edge using the bowl 

gouge and the top edge has a shorter curve than the back edge. She 

lightly sanded the edge with 150-grit. 

 

Mark the back side of the backing board with the center line from 

the eyeball which was marked earlier. This is where the screws 

will be located to hold the two pieces together. With the backing 

board removed from the lathe but the face plate left in place, tape 

the eyeball to the backing board. Kim used drywall screws to 

attach for the demonstration but recommended using the same 

type screws you would use to hold a face plate to a blank. Before 

inserting the first screw find the vertical grain and mark its exact center. This is where the first of 

eight screws will be placed. That becomes the 12:00 position, next install screws at 6:00, 3:00, 

and 9:00 with the remaining four screws centered on those screws. 

 

Remount the assembled backing board and eyeball on the lathe. Mark a pencil line just shy of the 

mirror diameter so a lip is created for the mirror to sit against. Kim used push cuts to widen the 

opening to the line she marked resulting in a straight wall. With the edge of the bowl gouge she 

scraped a slightly rounded profile on the inside edge to remove any fuzz. Cut a curve into the top 

edge of the frame ring recess and lightly sand. At this point the piece is disassembled and the 

screw holes are marked to orient them for reassembly after the pieces are painted. On the back of 

the backing board drill recesses with a Forstner bit to accommodate the screws and washers. 

These drywall screws will be replaced with round head screws. The backing board screw holes 

need to be modified to allow for expansion and contraction to prevent the poplar from splitting or 

cracking. The 12:00 and 6:00 screw holes will remain a tight fit to the screws. The next screws 

on either side of them will have a slightly larger screw hole drilled and the 3:00 and 9:00 screw 

holes will be even bigger. 
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Painting: 

 

Kim uses milk paint because it is both durable and 

relatively safe to use. She provided everyone in 

attendance with a sample pack and some literature on 

the milk paint she uses, which is from the Old Fashioned 

Milk Paint Company. She emphasized that you need to 

read the instructions before proceeding. Milk paint does 

contain lime and the components that make up milk. As 

a result, the shelf life of mixed milk paint is one to two 

days and maybe three to four days if you store it in the 

refrigerator. Milk paint dries to a powdery dull finish, 

which will not flake off and can be burnished with 0000 

steel wool to produce a satin sheen and very smooth 

surface. It is very resistant to sun light and will not fade. She uses small Solo clear plastic cup (5-

6 oz.) because of the grooves on the side which she uses for both measuring and smashing the 

“milk paint boogers” while mixing. She mixes equal parts water to milk paint powder but adds 

the water a little at a time to create a smoother consistency. She prefers the powder form over the 

liquid, which is offered by different manufacturers. Warmer colors (red, orange, etc.) will require 

more water. Once thoroughly mixed she uses a small metal kitchen strainer and then sets the 

paint aside for twenty minutes. She purchases the strainers at Wal-Mart and washes them for 

reuse. Kim purchases milk paint directly from: 

 

The Old Fashioned Milk Paint Company 

Box 222 

Groton, MA 01450 

978-448-6336 

 

While she waits on the paint to set up she takes small (roughly 1” long) strips of masking tape to 

outline the outside edge of the center frame ring. She uses cheap 1” wide masking tape. She also 

uses small 1” foam 

brushes that are 

soft with small 

cells. These are 

usually a dark gray 

in color. Kim 

recommends that 

you create your 

own set of color 

swatches by going to Lowe’s or The Home Depot and getting one of each color swatch from the 

paint department. This will allow you to compare colors next to each other. You should also get 

a color wheel from Hobby Lobby, Michaels, or any other art supply store. The color wheel 

allows you to determine complimentary colors that will look best with each other. 

 

She applies the black as the color for the frame ring. The first coat acts as a primer and she 

applies it to the top side and underside of the frame ring. If you do not paint the underside, the 
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bare wood will be seen reflected in the mirror. She does not apply it too thick because it could 

crack. She will either let it dry on its own or use a hair dryer. Once dry she then gently sands the 

area with 220-grit or 320-grit abrasive paper and she 

does this between each coat. She normally does at 

least two or three coats. 

 

When the frame ring is complete, Kim removes the 

tape. With one continuous piece of masking tape she 

tapes off the painted frame ring. This will allow her 

to paint the body of the eyeball without paint getting 

on the painted frame ring. She then paints on the 

other color that she chose, which in this case, was 

called Driftwood. When she finishes painting, she 

immediately cleans the brushes in water. The brushes have to still be wet otherwise the paint will 

not come out. Once the secondary color is applied and dry she uses colored pencils to do her 

design work. She uses Prisma color pencils and Ebony pencils. Apply light colors first and then 

proceed toward the darker tones you have 

chosen. Once the design is complete she then 

uses the black ebony pencil to outline and add 

any other features she decides on. Kim then 

applies two light dusting coats of spray 

Minwax semi-gloss polyurethane. If you apply 

a heavy coat to start, the pencil colors will run 

together. Light coats will set the colors. She 

does not use Deft lacquer because if it is hit 

just right it tends to flake off of the Milk Paint. 

She then adds another couple of heavier coats 

and finishes up with two to four coats of satin. 

The eyeball and backing board are finished 

separately, and assembled at the very end. 

Kim hangs her mirrors using wire and screws.  

 

The one thing that I noticed is that she has great tool control even though she stated she only uses 

basic turning techniques. As a result, her cuts do not require any of the lower grits (60, 80, 100, 

or 120) when she starts any abrasive work. The day proceeded very quickly and Kim provided 

excellent woodturning techniques and ideas for a different approach to finishing than we have 

seen from other demonstrators. Thanks, Kim. 


